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Name:  _key_ 
please type or print your name 

EE 102-01 Exam No. 2 (100pts. – 40% of the grade) 
Do not use back side.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if necessary. 

DL: _8 E: __ P: __ F: __/__ 
Problem 1 (10pts.) 
Rewrite the following function so that it uses a while loop instead of a for loop and still produces the same output.  

Please note that use of “continue” statement may no longer be possible without further modifications.  Use the 

minimum possible number of instructions to get full credit.  Each correction, addition or deletion to correct or shorten your 

code costs two points.  

void LoopIfProblem(int N) { 
 
    for (int i=0;  
                  i<N;  
                       i++) 
    { 
      
       if (i==3) continue; 
 
           cout << i << endl; 
 
    } 
 
} 

void LoopIfProblem(int N) { 
 
    int i=0; 
 
    while (i<N) 
    { 
        if (i!=3) 
            cout << i << endl; 
 
        i++ 
 
    } 
 
} 

// any addition, deletion or other correction costs 2 points per instruction 

Problem 2 (10pts.) 
Write a function that calculates the impedance or a serial RLC circuit for a given frequency F and element values R, L 

and C.  The values for calculations are provided by the part of the program that calls your function.  The result is used 

later in further calculations.  For your convenience the first line of the function is already written.  The formula for 

impedance is 
ω

ω
C

LRimp 1
++=  where FΠ= 2ω  and 1415927.3=Π .  Make sure that you do not calculate 

the same thing twice.  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function will cost 50% on the top of any other errors.  

double RCL ( double R, double L, double C, double F) 
{ 
    double omega = 6.2831854 * F; 
 
    return( R + L*omega + 1/(C*omega)); 
} 
// any addition, deletion or other correction costs 2 points per instruction 
// repeating calculation of omega costs 4 points 
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Problem 3 (10pts.) 
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  Each mistake costs 2 points until 10 is reached. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
void F (int a, int &b, int *c) { 
    int d; 
    a=11; b=12; *c=13; d=14; 
    { 
        int a, b; 
        a=21; b=22; *c=23; d=24; 
    } 
} 
 
int main() { 
    int a=31, b=32, c=33, d=34, e=35; 
    F(b, a, &e); 
    cout<<"\t"<<a<<"\t"<<b<<"\t"<<c<<"\t"<<d<<"\t"<<e<<endl; 
    return(0); 
} 
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS: 
 
      _12_     _32_     _33_     _34_     _23_ 
*/ 

Problem 4 (10pts.) 
Please describe what is the following function doing by providing a one line non-recursive formula or by other concise 

explanation.  Please note that this function works both for positive and for negative numbers. 

long RECURSIVE( long N) 
{ 
    if (n>0) 
        return( n + RECURSIVE(n-1) ); 
    else  
        if (n<0) 
            return( n + RECURSIVE(n+1) ); 
        else 
            return(0); 
} 
Answer: This function calcualtes…  
This function calculates the sum of numbers 1+2+…N for positive N and the sum of numebrs 
(-1)+(-2)+…(N) for negative N. It works analogically to the factiorial function described 
in the textbook and discussed in class, except it uses + instead of * and also it handles 
negative numbers. 
// note: just explaining in plain English erach instruction receives no credit 
// note: providing just a recursive formula receives no credit 
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Problem 5+6 (20pts.) 
Answer very briefly each of the following questions marked in bold.  Provide your answer next to the question.   

Make sure that you answer the specific question.  Each incorrect, missing or irrelevant answer costs two points until twenty is 

reached.  Hint: make sure that you answer the question and not just comment what a particular instruction does. 

#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
// 5.0 indicate what functionality from this library is used 
using namespace std; //(circle an example of use and point with an arrow to here) 
//* circle any setw instruction 
int main() { 
    const int maxN = 20; 
// 5.1 what is the meaning of maxN? 
//* this is the maximum size of the array and the maximum numebr of ranges counted 
          int N;  
// 5.2 what is the meaning of N when the program runs? 
    do { //* this is the actual used user-entered number of ranges 
        cout << "Please enter the number of ranages:"; cin >> N; 
    } while (N<1 || N>maxN);  
// 5.3 why it is important to prevent user from entering N larger than maxN? 
//* there is not enough room in the array to process more than maxN ranges 
 
    const int N1 = N-1;  // replace below N-1 with N1 for efficiency 
    const int R = 100/N; // the width of each range 
// 5.4 what is the maximum index of array? 
    int array[maxN]; 
    int index; 
//* it is maxN-1 or 19 
    for (index=0; index<N; index++) array[index]=0; 
// 5.5 what is the loop above doing to the array? 
//* the loop above initializes the array elements to 0 
//* so that the counting canbe performed correctly later on 
    for (;;) { 
        double x; cin >> x; if (cin.fail()) break; 
 
        int range = int(x/R); 
        if (range<0) range=0; else if (range>N1) range=N1; 
// 5.6 what happens to the data x that is below 0 or above 100? 
//* data below 0 is assigned to the range “below 9”,it is set to 0 
//* data above 100 is assigned to the range “90 and above”, it is set to 99 
        array[range]++; // 5.7 what happens here? Why? 
    }                   //* appropriate range count is increased 
 
    cout << "Statistics:" << endl; 
    cout << "Range    -  : " << setw(4) << array[0] << endl; 
    for (index=1; index<N1; index++) 
        cout << "Range" << setw(3) << (index-1)*R 
             << " -" << setw(3) << index*R << ": " << setw(4) << array[index] << endl; 
    cout << "Range 90 -   : " << setw(4) << array[N1] << endl; 
// 5.8 why index=0 and index=N-1 are printed outside of the for loop? 
//* because those two rows are formatted differently than the rest of the printout 
    int total = 0; 
// 5.9 do we really need to initialize the total to 0? 
    for (index=0; index<N; index++)  //* yes – the summ accumulated using a loop 
        total=total+array[index]; 
    cout << "Total:         " << setw(4) << total << endl; 
    return(0); 
} 
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Problem 7 (10pts.) 
Write a function that accepts an initialized an array A that holds some data, the actual size of the array N, and a data 

value D.  The function should return true if the data value D is already stored in the array and false otherwise.  Each 

correction, addition or deletion to fix your code costs one to two points.  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function will 

cost 50% on the top of any other errors. 

bool alreadyStored(const double A[], int N, double D) { 
    for (int i=0; i<N; i++) 
        if (A[i]==D) 
            return(true); 
    return(false); 
} 
// any addition, deletion or other correction costs 2 points per instruction 
// but 4 points for returning early flase in else statement from within the loop 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Problem 8 (10pts.) 
Write a function that accepts two incoming C-strings A and B, and returns one outgoing C-string R.  The function 

should place contents of the string A into R, append one space character and then append string B.  You can either use 

functions form <cstring> library or do the operations on arrays of characters that are terminated by ‘\0’. It is up to you. 

void gluetogether(const char *A, const char *B, char *R) { 
    strcpy(R, A); 
    strcat(R, “ ”); 
    strcat(R, B); 
} 
// any addition, deletion or other correction costs 2 points per instruction 
// 4 points flat fee for incorrect using * before a string variable if 2 or more times 

or 
void gluetogether(const char *A, const char *B, char *R) { 
    int fr, to; 
    to=0; 
    for (fr=0; A[fr]!=‘\0’; fr++) { 
        R[to]=A[fr]; 
        to++; 
    } 
    R[to]=‘ ’; 
    to++;     
    for (fr=0; B[fr]!=‘\0’; fr++) { 
        R[to]=B[fr]; 
        to++; 
    } 
    R[to]=‘\0’; 
} 
// any addition, deletion or other correction costs 1 point per instruction 
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Problem 9+10 (20pts.) 
Write a complete program that asks its user for one integer number N, and then calls a void function that accepts that 

number as a parameter.  The function should produce the printout of a square made of character ‘x’ of the size of N 

characters filled with space inside as illustrated below.  Except for asking user for the size N no cout instruction should 

be used in the main program.  The program should not print anything for negative size number. 

Example: Output for entered size of 5: 

What is the size of the square? 5 
xxxxx 
x   x 
x   x 
x   x 
xxxxx 
 
#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; // 2pts or correct library/ies, 1pt for extra libraries 
 
void P(int N);       // optional function prototype or 2pts if misplaced function 
                     // either declaration or full implementation should be here 
 
int main() {         // 2pts or correct main-return structure 
    int size;        // 2pts or necessary variable(s) declared and correct I/O 
    cout <<"What is the size of the square? "; 
    cin >> size; 
    P(size);         // 2pts or correct function call 
    return(0); 
} 
 
void P(int N) {     // 4pts or correct function wrapper that allows passing param. 
    if (N<=0) return;   // 2pts or FN does not print anything for N<=0 
    int i, j; 
    for (i=0; i<N; i++) // 2pts or correct first line of *…*s 
        cout << 'x'; 
    cout << endl; 
    for (i=2; i<N; i++) {  // 4pts or correct middle lines of * …*s 
        cout << 'x'; 
        for (j=2; j<N; j++) { 
            cout << ' '; 
        } 
        cout << 'x'; 
        cout << endl; 
    } 
    for (i=0; i<N; i++) // 2pts or correct last line of *…*s 
        cout << 'x'; 
    cout << endl; 
} 
// quick grading notes: 
// this grading yields 6 points off if function is not used 
// this grading yields 4 points off if a solid square is printed instead 
// this grading yields 8 points off if printout is totally messed up insinde the FN 
// also minor mistaskes may be forgiven if ocasional and look rather like typoes 
 
// 3 points penalty for correct but computationally intensive code on top 
//   i.e. you do not see if statements or repeated N-1 expressions inside 
 


